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This complete history of Rupert Bear reveals the fascinating story of how one little bear became a national treasure. It begins with Rupert’s first appearance in the Daily Express newspaper and charts his
journey to the present day, paying particular attention to the writers and artists who have brought him to life over the years. In his ninetieth year, Rupert Bear is still one of the most popular characters in
literature, beloved by generations of children. This book gives a unique insight into the secrets of his success. Written by Rupert insider Ian Robinson, a former Daily Express writer who worked on Rupert
Bear strips himself, readers can gain an insight into how these classic stories and much-loved characters came into being. The Rupert Companion also includes lavish illustrations from Rupert superstars
such as John Harrold and Alfred Bestall. A gift book to cherish for all fans of Rupert Bear.
Here come the Numberjacks - the digits from 0 to 9 - in their second annual. There are secret missions and adventures with the Meanies to read about, as well as lots of puzzles and problems to solve. Take
a look in the seemingly ordinary sofa to see some extraordinary things happening, make your own water clock and play the Shapes Race game. Plus, throughout the annual there are hidden Numberjacks
and Meanies to spot, keeping adventurous young minds engaged and entertained. The essential gift for fans of the hugely-popular TV series and magazine.
Rupert Annual 2018
With a protective hard slipcase and certificate, this is the facsimile of the 1959 "Rupert Bear Annual" which contains 5 adventures.
A genuine reproduction of the original publication that first appeared in 1965. Each beautifully presented copy is a limited edition of only 5,000 copies and bears its own individual number, making it a unique
and highly desirable collectors item. Features classic stories, much-loved characters and activities.
This Element traces the varied and magical history of Christmas publications for children. The Christmas book market has played an important role in the growth of children's literature, from well-loved classics
to more ephemeral annuals and gift books. Starting with the eighteenth century and continuing to recent sales successes and picturebooks, Christmas Books for Children investigates continuities and new
trends in this hugely significant part of the children's book market.
The galaxy is an exciting place, full of peril and wrought with danger - particularly for the young. Experience this adventure through the eyes of Grogu as you collect points, solve puzzles, and complete
quests. Together, the Mandalorian and Grogu are ready for action! Are you?

Some of the most endearing Rupert stories from the 1940s to the 1990s are brought together in these themed volumes. Each volume focuses on one of the many elements of
stories - including friendship, adventure, nature and magic - that have made Rupert so popular for the last eighty years.
"This Collector's Album brings together three much-loved Rupert Bear stories with one central theme -- Nature. Rupert Bear spends many of his days exploring Nutwood and its
surroundings, finding creatures in the forests and hedgerows, and noticing the change of seasons." -- T.p. verso.
Rupert Bear has been a childhood favourite for over 80 years. This edition only includes stories illustrated by Alfred Edmeades Bestall, who was the most popular illustrator of the
lovable bear. Produced with careful thought to every detail, this slipcased treasury is going to win over the hearts of all fans, and those meeting Rupert for the first time. It
includes an Introduction by Caroline Bott, Bestall's goddaughter and a Foreword by Gyles Brandreth. The stories have been carefully selected to appeal to readers of all ages. It
also includes some never-been-seen-before sketches by Bestall kindly donated by Caroline Bott. The treasury format is a proven success for Egmont. Exquisitely designed, with
smart black foil on the cover, this book shows Bestall's work at its best. This is the brand new TV series debuted on 8 November 2006 on Five's Milkshake at 7.30 am and on
Five Life on 10 December at 9.30 am. Parents and grandparents will undoubtedly be keen to introduce children to the classic and much-loved bear.
Become the ultimate Pokémon Trainer with the Pokémon Annual 2021! This year's Annual is full of new stories, activities, fun facts and games for fans of all ages. With a full
Pokédex of characters from the Alolan region, every fan can become an expert. Includes stories from the latest tv series, puzzles, mazes, quizzes and more! Also available:
Pokémon Mini Mazes 9781405296304 Pokémon Pocket Puzzles 9781405296533
Celebrate one hundred years of Rupert Bear with this official Annual.
Numberblocks features different characters each made up of a different number of blocks; characters can separate and combine to create bigger and smaller characters.This
annual features the brand's delightful characters, engaging storylines, bright colours and abundant humour to help children learn in an interactive and engaging way. Bonus
content includes Numberblocks stories in a comic format, including a workbook, flashcards, wallcharts and more.
Descendants 2 is due to release in Summer 2017. All the coolest characters from the newest Disney Channel Original Movie (the sequel to 2015's Descendants) are featured in
this fabulous annual for tweens. Filled with fact files, stories, friendship tips, plus tons of quizzes and puzzles, it's cover-to-cover entertainment!
This bulging compendium is loaded with jaw-dropping, eye-popping, brain-bending facts and bright, bold photography! It pairs the planet's quirkiest, wackiest facts with the
coolest and strangest true stories. From amazing asteroids, killer plants, peculiar puffins and wonderful wombats, to the world's tiniest buildings, lost cities and strangest sporting
heroes. Whether it's bizarre beaches, cool cable cars, floating buildings, or brilliant bugs, this new 2020 annual is filled with the wackiest facts! Features include:* Facts and
stories about geography, biology, the animal kingdom, social sciences, human achievement and innovation* Infographics and fact files* Bright, bold photography and illustration*
A fact-finding index
It's the return of Europe's greatest paranormal investigator Dylan Dog! Join Dylan and his sidekick Felix as they investigate a strange portal to a beautiful yet deadly otherworldly
dimension called ZED. It's up to Dylan and Felix to figure out the mystery before the world of ZED kills again!
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Back in a new printing is this original vision of a forest filled with cute horny winged little fairies in tight fetish leather outfits. In Kondom's fairy-world, when a fairy turns 100 years
old they become keepers and caretakers of the forest and all the little critters who live in the woods. While searching for a missing Stag Beetle, Pfil comes across an isolated
house with three evil fairies who drug, bind and take her prisoner for their own sexual purposes. Where is Pamila and how does Pfil get out of this one?
Rupert and Ping Pong are playing in the forest when they find a nest which has fallen out of a tree. How are they going to get it back into place before the eggs hatch?
The Disney Frozen Annual 2018 is packed with magical stories and activities featuring all your favourite Frozen characters, Elsa, Anna, Kristoff and Olaf. With stories, colouring
pages, posters and plenty of puzzles to complete, this is the ultimate Christmas gift for Frozen fans! About Frozen: Fearless optimist Anna sets off on an epic journey - teaming
up with rugged mountain man Kristoff and his loyal reindeer Sven - to find her sister Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the kingdom of Arendelle in eternal winter.
Encountering Everest-like conditions, mystical trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, Anna and Kristoff battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom.
What do they call him? DAVE SPUD! If there's one thing that disaster-magnet Dave Spud knows, it's that no matter how rubbish things get, there is always room for them to get
worse. Jam*-packed with facts, quizzes, stories, games and jokes, this official guide will tell fans everything they want to know about The Rubbish World of Dave Spud. *May not
actually contain jam. Based on CITV's most-watched after school show starring Johnny Vegas! Packed with character profiles, story spreads, silly jokes and fun games, An
Official Guide to... The Rubbish World of Dave Spudis a must-have for fans of the show.
Filled with all the festive facts every HORRIBLE HISTORIES reader wants to know! The complete horrible history of Christmas tells tales from the dark days when the Puritans
tried to abolish Christmas, to Christmas in the trenches whenthe British and Germans traded bullets for footballs. Plus dreadful jokes, rotten recipes and a Christmas quiz!
The perfect gift for any Pokémon master in training! This year's Annual is packed with stories, activities, Pokémon stats and games for fans of all ages.
The Velveteen Rabbit is not a 'real' rabbit, like the rabbits he meets in the forest. He has seams and is full of stuffing. Still, the Velveteen Rabbit doesn't mind as long as the boy who owns him loves him. One
of the rabbit's friends tells him that a toy becomes real if its owner truly loves it. But when the boy leaves home to recover from an illness and is forced to leave his Velveteen Rabbit behind, what will become
of his beloved toy? The Velveteen Rabbit (or How Toys Become Real) is a children's book written by Margery Williams (also known as Margery Williams Bianco) and illustrated by William Nicholson. It
chronicles the story of a stuffed rabbit and his desire to become real, through the love of his owner. The book was first published in 1922 and has been republished many times since. The Velveteen Rabbit
was Williams' first children's book. It has been awarded the IRA/CBC Children's Choice award. Get Your Copy Now.
In this year's Ruper Annual, Rupert sets off on adventures with the sugar birds, a lost locket, flavoured rain, and more! Enjoy a brand-new story, "Rupert and the May Queen", originated and illustrated by
Stuart Trotter plus much-loved favourite tales with classic illustrations by John Harrold and Alfred Bestall.
Celebrate one hundred years of Rupert Bear with this official Annual.It has been one hundred years since the birth of Rupert Bear, and he remains as popular as ever. The 2021 Annual contains a collection
of carefully curated stories and activities themed around the idea of celebration, including Rupert and the Rainbow (Alfred Bestall, 1948) and Rupert and the Apple Trees (John Harrold, 1999).It also includes
a brand new story by Stuart Trotter, all about Rupert's birthday. This year, Rupert's birthday doesn't go quite as planned when Rupert and his chums find themselves in the middle of a time-travel adventure!
"The 2011 Rupert Annual" is the 75th annual in Rupert's long history and pays tribute to the development of Rupert since the first appearance of the little bear in November 1920. The 2011 annual features
stories from four leading Rupert artists: Mary Tourtel (Rupert's creator), Alfred Bestall, John Harrold and Stuart Trotter, as well as a variety of puzzles and activities for fans of Rupert from the ages of five to
ninety-five to enjoy.
In this year's Rupert Annual, Rupert is having lots of fun with his friends, and he meets a few new faces, too. Stuart Trotter's new story, Rupert and Snowflake, is no exception. After a trip to the toy shop,
Rupert finds he has a stowaway! Will he be able to see Snowflake safely home? Or will Snowflake continue to cause mischief in Nutwood? Annual Content: Rupert and the Boffit by Alfred Bestall Rupert and
the Ocean Office by Alex Cubie Rupert and the Nut Hatch by John Harrold Rupert and Snowflake by Stuart Trotter Origami activity Game based on Rupert and Snowflake
The Disney Princess Annual 2018 is packed with magical stories, princess profiles, colouring, and activities featuring all your favourite princesses: Belle, Cinderella, Aurora, Snow White, Ariel, Jasmine, Tiana,
and Rapunzel. This year's annual aso features a very special Princess tiara displayed on the cover.

In this year's annual, Rupert has many more adventures with a Skylark, a runaway kite and a windmill! Enjoy a brand-new story 'Rupert and the Bearcycle' originated and
illustrated by Stuart Trotter plus much-loved favourite tales illustrated by John Harrold and Alfred Bestall.
An exciting new era is well underway at Anfield and this 2022 Official Liverpool Soccer Annual celebrates all that is good about the club right now. Packed full of stunning action
images and interesting behind the scenes features, plus interviews with the manager, players and revered club icons. It also contains everything else you need to know about the
Reds - including all the vital facts and figures from the season. If you are a fanatical Liverpudlian, this is a must-read! IMAGE OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
PURPOSES
Join Poppy, Branch and the Snack Pack on their adventures in this exciting annual of the film. The DreamWorks Trolls Annual 2018 is packed with stories, fun facts, puzzles and
activities. It's bursting with great ways for readers to get their hair on and show their true colours. Are you ready to Rock 'n' Troll? DreamWorks Trolls is a comedy adventure
based on the highly popular Troll dolls franchise. The story features Poppy and her friend Branch, plus lots of fun-loving Trolls and upbeat, dance-along music that sets a
fantastic backbeat for this kaleidoscopic adventure! This annual is perfect for 8-12 year olds, and for Trolls lovers of all ages!
Take a look back at the last 12 months of Dungeons & Dragons
Thomas fans will love the latest annual packed full of stories about their favourite engines, mazes, puzzles, games and lots of colouring. Also featuring posters from the new
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Thomas film Journey Beyond Sodor. An essential annual this Christmas for every train-mad Thomas fan, perfect for young Thomas-lovers ages 2, 3 4 and 5. Thomas & Friends
is a great way to pass on the tradition of Thomas to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic characters such as Percy, James, Harold and Toby down on
The Fat Controller's railway. Look out for more great Thomas books: My First Thomas Activity Book My First Thomas Railway Stories My First Thomas Colours My First Thomas
Numbers
In this year’s Rupert Annual, Rupert has many more adventures with a magical seashell, a goblin cobbler, paper birds that come to life… and much more! Enjoy a brand-new
story 'Rupert and the Christmas Birds' originated and illustrated by Stuart Trotter plus much-loved favourite tales illustrated by John Harrold and Alfred Bestall. Featuring: •
Rupert and the Boomerarrow • Rupert and the Pepper-Rose • Rupert and the Secret Shell • Rupert and the Sundial • Rupert and the Snow Puzzle • Rupert and the Christmas
Birds • Rupert’s Christmas Decorations • Rupert and the Goblin Cobbler In the charming new story Rupert and the Christmas Birds, Rupert and his chums are getting ready for
their Christmas party. Rupert makes origami paper birds to decorate the tree. Little does he know, the paper is magical and the birds will come to life when they hear music
playing... The 82nd Rupert annual is packed with games, stories and instructions for making your own Christmas decorations! Plenty to keep children and Rupert lovers of all
ages busy.
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